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ACADEMIC DIRECTOR’S CORNER

DR. EAN ORLANDO ALLEYNE 
ACADEMIC DIRECTOR

The Daffodils
William Wordsworth, 1770 – 1850

I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o'er vales and hills,

When, all at once, I saw a crowd,
A host of golden daffodils;

Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.

Continuous as the stars that shine
And twinkle on the Milky Way,

They stretched in never-ending line
Along the margin of a bay:

Ten thousand saw me at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.
The waves beside them danced, but they

Out-did the sparkling waves in glee:
A Poet could not but be happy,

In such a jocund company:
I gazed—and gazed—but little thought

What wealth the show to me had brought:
For oft, when on my couch, I lie
In vacant or in a pensive mood,

They flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;

And then my heart, with pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils.

 
While it does not seem that far away since I wrote to you about Winter, at least March 2024 has signalled the advent of Spring in the

Northern Hemisphere. Many dates punctuate the advent of spring, and all occur in March: the first of March signals the
meteorological start of spring, and the nineteenth of March signals the astronomical start of spring.  Come what may, Spring offers

a sense of renewal and growth.  It is fitting that GSIS has chosen to highlight 'growth' as its core value focus for March 2024. 
 

March has borne witness to significant growth in the academic arena at GSIS.  GSIS held its first Curriculum Evening, where Subject
Leaders presented the rich-curricular offer at GSIS in Grades 7 - 11.  The Academic HUB saw analyses of Term Two Final Examination

Data and Observational Data, with a unique emphasis on planning for future learning and teaching.  The Learning Environments
across the School saw a massive face-lift with newly installed bulletin boards in the hallways to highlight student learning with

authentic student work.  The Mathematics Department saw the recognition of the transcendental number "pi", with students being able
to recite up to 300 digits after the decimal place.  The National Identity Department hosted a Qu' ran Competition, which helped

reinforce faith's central role in our taught and assessed curricula.  March 2024 also saw the announcement of the DELF results,
where we recognized those students who achieved their A1 Level Certificates in the presence of His Excellency Mr Ludovic Pouille, the

Ambassador of the Republic of France to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
 

The reasons above provide scope and reasons for renewal, and as deeply embedded within William Wordsworth's introductory poem,
"The Daffodils," they give a sense of joy and, more importantly, growth. While growth may not always be seen at the moment, it is

perpetually there in every facet of our day. "The Daffodils" celebrate this state of growth as they dance in the wind and fill our
hearts with joy.



AP Excellence@GSIS
AP Excellence@GSIS will focus on prospective GSIS Top AP Scholars for AY 2024-25 for March and April.  March will feature the top three

male students in Grade 8, and April will feature the top three female students in Grade 8.  I enjoyed chatting with Grade 8 Top Male
Scholars: 

Faisal Fahad Aldossary, Mohammad Ibrahim Alsubaie and Mohammed Safouh Abuzaid.  

Dr. Alleyne: Mohammad, Fahad and Mohammed, you're now in March of your Grade 8 academic year, and you are getting ready to move on to Grade 9, which signals
the first year of High School. Could you tell us what you know about the AP program at GSIS or in general?
Mohammed Safouh Abuzaid: Actually, I know nothing about the AP program, but I know that if I get very good grades and go to universities in America, I will receive
college credit. 
Faisal Fahad Aldossary: I have heard if I do well in AP courses, it will majorly help me when I get to the American colleges in the American system. 

Dr. Alleyne: Are any of you thinking of attending university in America?
Faisal Fahad Aldossary, Mohammad Ibrahim Alsubaie and Mohammed Safouh Abuzaid: Possibly and hopefully.

Dr. Alleyne: Where are you thinking of attending university?
Mohammad Ibrahim Alsubaie:   I have not planned and am not sure, but any school will be fine for now. 
Faisal Fahad Aldossary:  I know very well it's competitive, but I want to attend Yale University. 
Mohammad Ibrahim Alsubaie:  I want to study law so any university will be fine.

Dr. Alleyne: At GSIS, we offer a range of AP subjects from languages to sciences to humanities subjects.  What subjects intrigue you the most? 
Mohammad Ibrahim Alsubaie:   Precalculus and English Language and Composition.

Dr. Alleyne: So, you like to write?
Mohammad Ibrahim Alsubaie:   Yes very much so. 

Dr. Alleyne: So if you're looking at law that's definitely one of the subjects that will help you to become stronger with your writing and formulating an argument or a
thesis followed by supported statements.
Mohammed Safouh Abuzaid:   I want to be an Aeronautical Engineer as I love military airplanes. I know that I need high grades for that. I will probably need AP Physics
to help me reach this goal.
Faisal Fahad Aldossary:  I want to become a medical doctor and maybe specialize in something to do with the heart, so perhaps a cardiologist. So, I would probably
taking AP Biology next academic year. 

Dr. Alleyne: It is your time now to ask the Academic Director any questions, which you may have about enrolling on the AP Program for next academic year.

Mohammed Safouh Abuzaid: If I wanted to improve my English, would AP English be the right course to take?
Dr. Alleyne:  No, definitely not, the AP English courses are not for boosting your English language levels, but at GSIS we have just started student support classes, so if
you want, please speak to the Phase IV leader Mr. Tabraz about this. All AP courses are challenging and are pitched at first year university level course work. You are
already four years younger than university age.

Mohammad Ibrahim Alsubaie: Will there be specific teachers for each subject in sciences or will we have the same teacher?
Dr. Alleyne: Yes, most definitely you will have separate specialist teachers in each of the three sciences next academic year: Biology, Chemistry and Physics. There is no
more general science after Grade 8. 

Faisal Fahad Aldossary: I believe that you answered this question before, but my question are there different levels for AP or just one level?
Dr. Alleyne:  There is one level only for all AP course and that is ‘university level’, which is equivalent to first-and second-year university level. Thank you gentlemen very
much for your time and agreeing to be interviewed and best wishes with your academic endeavors for the balance of this academic year!



Ataa Ramadan  Charity Drive 

WE collected
 33 boxes 

WOW!!!

حملة عطاء الرمضانية ٢
Thank you to all our families who donated food items to the

collection. we collected 33 Boxes for our Ramadan Drive



TOP ATTENDANCE FOR MARCH

Boys’ school

Upper Elementary

school

KG & Lower

Elementary school

Middle & High

School 

KG 1

 KG 2B

KG 3C

1D

2A

3A

Grade 4D Boys

Grade 6 

grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 9

Well done to our top attendance per grade level



THE HOLY QURAN COMPETITION
مسابقة القرآن الكريم

Your paragraph text

أقيمت في شهر رمضان المبارك التصفيات النهائية في

مسابقة القرآن الكريم  لجميع المراحل في قسمي البنين

والبنات ، بمشاركة عدد كبير من طلابنا وطالباتنا ،وقد تم

توزيع  الجوائز والشهادات على الفائزين والمشاركين.



THE HOLY QURAN COMPETITION
مسابقة القرآن الكريم



RamaDan
Celebrations 

Girls’ & Boys’ 
sections



At GSIS, we joyously celebrated Saudi Flag Day on March 11th,
embracing the spirit of unity, pride, and loyalty to our country,
Saudi Arabia. Through flag-raising ceremonies and engaging
activities, we highlighted the significance of the Saudi flag as a
symbol of identity and unity. This celebration fostered a strong
sense of patriotism and belonging among our students and staff,
reinforcing the values and principles that the flag represents.

Saudi Flag Day



RAMADANS WEEKLY
COMPETITION
The Ramadan Weekly Competition featured
questions about Ramadan. The winners
received Jarir vouchers as prizes. Participants
engaged in learning and sharing, fostering unity
and knowledge.



The results are in! 
We congratulate Sarah Jibreel and Kanzy Taher for their success in this year's Quran

competition. 

We have asked our lucky winners to answer a few questions about the experience, along with giving out
tips and advice:
Noor(interviewer): Ok, so Kanzy. How does it feel to have won the Quran competition?
Kanzy: It feels good; it was lovely.
Noor(interviewer): How much does the Quran mean to you daily?
Kanzy: It means a lot because it's from Allah.
Noor(interviewer): Was the surah you took new? Or was it something you knew from before?
Kanzy: No, I had it memorized from before, but it wasn't fully memorized, just the first page. It was
straightforward to memorize.
Noor(interviewer): How strict was the judging in the competition? 
Kanzy: It was good; I wasn't stressed.
Noor(interviewer): Do you have any advice for anyone who wants to enter this competition
someday?
Kanzy: Start memorizing earlier and keep sticking to it.
Noor(interviewer): So, Sarah, what does the Quran mean to you?
Sarah: It means a lot to me. I read it a lot, especially during Ramadan. (I'm sorry if I'm so awkward.) But
the Quran—for me, it is not just a book. It's a way of life. It's a lifestyle.
Noor(interviewer): Ooh, that's a perfect answer! How do you feel about your success in the
competition?
Sarah: I was really surprised when I learned I won. I did work hard, I memorized the surah,
Noor(interviewer): Was the surah new to you or something you've known from before?
Sarah: I mostly knew it from before, but I had to put in extra effort because I don't speak Arabic.
Noor(interviewer): That's a really good effort, especially since you don't know Arabic that
much! That's a really good step up. I'm pretty sure you got a lot of Hasanat. Is there any advice
you would like to give to anyone who would like to enter the Quran competition in the future?
Sarah: Do it even if you're scared. Even if you're like, "Oh, I don't know that much Arabic," or "I can't really
memorize the surah." Trust me. Memorization takes practice, and the more you memorize, no matter
your way of memorizing, the more it's worth it. 

We want to thank these two incredibly talented and blessed girls and wish the best of luck,
inshallah, to whoever competes next year.

THE QURAN
COMPETITION (MHS)



Clean-Up Campaign
Environment Ambassadors

upper Elementary
As part of their responsibility to improve our
community, the upper elementary environment
ambassadors and the activities department organized
their first clean-up campaign at Aramco Eco Park, with
many more to follow.



International Day of Happiness
 KG/LE

As part of our Happiness Day festivities, the
Kindergarten Ambassadors spread joy by

distributing smiley faces to their classmates.
Meanwhile, Grades 1 - 3 students engaged in writing

about what brings them happiness.  



Happiness Day at the upper elementary school  was a
joyful celebration on March 20th, the International Day of

Happiness. Students participated in activities promoting
kindness, positivity, and well-being. The day included

spreading happiness notes, photo shoot, and a "Random
Acts of Kindness" challenge,

Happiness Day KG/LE

International day of Happiness
in Upper Elementary 



Global 
Recycling Day

Global Recycling Day at GSIS was a
successful event. Students

participated in the plastic bottle
challenge: collecting and recycling

bottles to support the environment.
This collaborative effort

demonstrated the school
community's commitment to

sustainability and responsibility
towards preserving planet Earth.



Then, we count and tally the numbers
of bottles collected in our logs. 

Global
Recycling Day

This is our school’s
Central Recycling Point

First, we collect all the plastic
bottles we lay our hands on, and
bring it to school to be put in each
class. 

Next, we take the bottles
to the Central Collection
Point.

The GSIS story: Step-
by-step number of
bottles collected:

368 KG of plastic

Lastly, a recycling company collects all
the bottles for recycling, helping us in
minimizing waste.



Reading buddies
The GSIS Reading Buddies program pairs middle and high
school students with kindergarten and elementary  students,
fostering a love for reading and building valuable mentorship
connections. Through this initiative, older students serve as
role models, reading books aloud to their younger
counterparts, promoting literacy skills and instilling a sense of
enthusiasm for learning. 



MOTHER’S DAY
MOM , ANOTHER WORD FOR LOVE

Students at GEMS Saudi International Schools honored
their Mother by crafting heartfelt cards in their classes.
Guided by their teachers, they expressed gratitude and
love through poems and messages. These tokens
adorned the halls as a touching tribute to mothers,
highlighting the enduring bond between mother and
child.



EXTRACURRICULAR AFTERSCHOOL
ACTIVITIES AND CLUBS

GSIS launched the Extracurricular Activities and Clubs afterschool at the start
of TERM 3. Here are some of the clubs in action.

BASKETBALL

CHESS CLUB

DRAMA CLUB

FOOTBALL CLUB



EXTRACURRICULAR AFTERSCHOOL
ACTIVITIES AND CLUBS

 Here are some of the clubs in action!

FUN FITNESS
CLUB

GYMNASTICS

MARTIAL ARTS

PIANO CLUB



PI DAY MHS

students at GEMS Saudi International Schools recently marked Pi Day
with a unique twist, blending mathematical celebration with their ongoing
recycling campaign. In a creative endeavor, students fashioned Pi models
utilizing recycled water bottle caps, demonstrating their commitment to
sustainability alongside mathematical ingenuity.

Adding an extra layer of excitement, the school organized a Pi
recitation competition, challenging participants to recite the digits of Pi
to the best of their ability. Among the contenders, Zynab Ahmad from
Grade 8 emerged victorious, astonishing the audience by faultless
reciting an impressive 300 digits of Pi.

This fusion of mathematical prowess and environmental consciousness
not only showcased the students' academic talents but also
underscored their dedication to promoting sustainability within their
community. As Gems Saudi International School continues to foster a
culture of innovation and eco-awareness, these events are inspiring
examples of the power of education to effect positive change.



PI DAY AT GSIS AT THE
UPPER ELEMENTARY

Grade 4-11 students at GEMS Saudi International Schools celebrated Pi Day uniquely by
combining math with their recycling campaign. They crafted Pi models from recycled water bottle
caps, showcasing sustainability and creativity.

In a thrilling Pi recitation contest, Alen Habib from grade 4B amazed everyone by correctly
reciting 200  digits of Pi, emerging as the winner in the upper elementary This blend of math and
sustainability highlighted students' skills and commitment to eco-consciousness.

The event exemplified the school's dedication to fostering innovation and sustainability. It
demonstrated how education can inspire positive change, emphasizing the importance of
environmental awareness within the educational community.



Elie El Rebh

KG1

Saleh Alzahrani

KG 3B

Noor -KG2A

Yousef Budeir/
KG2B

Reema AljishiKG3A

Sultan AlOmairiKG3C

KG
KINDNESS  

AMBASSADORS

Well done to our kindness ambassadors spreading kindness.



Zaina AlWaleed

KG1

Omar-KG2A

Alshaihana
Alessa/ KG2B

Leen AljafariKG 3B

Alreem AlshammasiKG3A

Fatima IbrahimKG3C

KG
ENVIRONMENT  
AMBASSADORS

Well done to our Environment ambassadors taking care of the environment



Ali Jibrell 
Grade 1E

Haif Alqahtani 

Osayd Abu Saif 
1F

Randa 

Grade 1C

GRADE 1
ENVIRONMENT
AMBASSADORS

Lulwa Musa

Mohra Aljasem



Sara

Grade 1C

Hassan Al Faraj1F 

Raad
Almugati

GRADE 1
KINDNESS  

AMBASSADORS

Yasmine Alfaraj

Mohammed Al Jasem
Grade 1E

Ward Alfaraj



Mariam

GRADE 2ENVIRONMENT AMBASSADORS

Joanna
2A

Joud
2A

Majd
2D

Abdulrahman 
2D

Joori

GRADE 2

KINDNESS  

AMBASSADORS



GRADE 3

ENVIRONMENT 

AMBASSADORS

Widad Busbait

Layan AlQahtani

Zahra Kali

Ward Almadan

GRADE 3KINDNESS  AMBASSADORS

Mohammad

Waddah

Nasser
Alshammasi

Sultan 

Alsughaiyer

Hasan 
Essmat



ENVIRONMENT AMBASSADORS

UPPER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Kareem Hocho 4D Hussain Al Dohan 4C

Myrna Shazli 4B Reem Mira 5A Ghalia Albadran 6B

Zeina Hamouchi 5B 

Sadden Abu Essa 6A Juman Alsowayyan 4A



KINDNESS AMBASSADORS

UPPER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Fatima Alfaraj 4A  Hussain Alshaiban 4D

Julia Alyaghan 5B Jana Alqarni 6BSalma Algazzat 5A

Yousef Abu Abed 4C Aroosha Aziz 4B

Elif Abu Seif 6A



GSIS Ambassadors 
in action

Our dedicated kindness and environment ambassadors play
a vital role in our daily routine. They warmly greet staff and
students at the gates each morning and provide valuable
support to teachers and students throughout the day.



Attendance

Saga Gad G7 

Maria Alkhatib G8

Celine Mohammad G10

Bayan Alabbas G11

Fai Alinizi G11

Behavior

Sara Camacho G7

Malath Alshammari G8

Rawan Aldossary G9 

Hada Camacho G10

Uniform

Sadeem Alatal G8

Hissah Almutairi G8

Mira Dabbagh G10

Layan Alomairi G10



Respect

Zynab Ahmed G8 

Samira Taha G9 

Albatool Alomran G10

Compassion

Sadan Aldukhayil G8 

Sara Alghamdi G9 

Zain Alshammasi G10      

Empathy

Lara Alaql  G7 

Sadeem Alatal G8 

Najla Bukannan G8

Shahla Alzughaibi G10

Helpfulness

Haifa Alaql G7

Danya Aldukhayil G8

Ward Alsulis G8

Zahra Alosaif G10





WELLNESS WEDNESDAYS
KG/LE 

We created affirmation
stations as a powerful

tool to empower
students with positivity

and self-affirmation.
This practice cultivated
resilience, self-esteem,
and a growth mindset
among GSIS students. 



WELLNESS WEDNESDAYS 
GRADES 4 - 6

On Wellness Wednesdays, we introduced
compliment bracelets. Students wrote
compliments for each other, creating a positive
atmosphere. Additionally, we set up positive
affirmation mirrors in the breakout areas.
Students randomly selected a positive word to
describe themselves. Group breathing exercises
were also conducted during morning assemblies,
promoting positivity by visualizing optimistic
scenarios. These ongoing practices foster
resilience, self-esteem, and a growth mindset
among GSIS students.



Behind the Scenes of the 
Weekly Wave
Behind the scenes, there

is always a lot of practice
and perseverance.

 This is our Weekly Wave in
a wrap.



Certificates
Behind the scenes, there is always a lot of practice

and perseverance.
 

Well done to all our news reporters, Grades 4 - 6,
for your weekly news reports.



Academic Achievement
Awards        

As the school buzzed with anticipation, the time had come to honor the academic
excellence of our upper elementary students in the Term 2 award ceremonies in the

morning assembly. From the vibrant halls to the beaming faces, every corner
radiated with the glow of achievement. Join us on a journey through snapshots
capturing these remarkable moments of celebration and recognition, filling our

hearts with pride and inspiration.

Grade 4 Girls Grade 4 Boys

Grade 5 Girls Grade 6 Girls



MELODY MONDAYS

Our school has been enjoying
Melody Mondays, where

students can showcase their
musical talents by playing
instruments in the school
reception. If your child is

interested in participating,
encourage them to speak
with their music teacher.



DELF
ASSESSMENTS

This achievement is a testament to
the hard work and dedication of the
French department and the students'
commitment to learning the
language. Congratulations to
everyone involved in this
accomplishment!

Thirty students from grades 6 to 11
took the DELF A1 Junior exam, and
their success was truly impressive.
This exam was conducted by
L’Alliance Française, the official
exam center in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia.

GEMS Saudi International
Schools organized and hosted
the DELF EXAMS on Monday
26 February, 2024.

The exams were divided into two parts, allowing
students to demonstrate their language proficiency in
multiple ways. During the first part, students were
tested on their listening, reading, and writing skills. In
the second part, students had to choose different
topics, prepare them thoroughly, and engage in a
conversation with the judges during the speaking
exam.



The
Almandeel

Family

The Gad
Family

The Negeda
Family

The
Mashhour

Family

French concert of Benjamen Piat

GSIS Families 
Thank you for joining!

GSIS families attended the French
concert of Benjamen Piat. Attending

such events is a great way to prioritize
family time and create special

memories that will last for a lifetime.
The joyful vibes at the Music Hub have
been infectious. Thank you, L’Alliance

Française, for making this evening
memorable for our communities.



The ceremony commenced with the national anthems
of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the French
Republic, followed by a poignant recitation of a poem
related to Islam and the Prophet Mohammed. The
poem, "The Ninth Year of Hijri," was written by the
esteemed French writer and poet Victor Hugo. Our
students Mohammed Alsubaie, Muneeb Ismat, and
Renad Aleidan eloquently recited this poem in the
French language.

GEMS Saudi International Schools had
the honor of hosting His Excellency
Ludovic Pouille, Ambassador of the
France Republic, for a captivating Soiree
Francophonie. During the event, students
were presented with the prestigious DELF
A1 certificates, followed by a delightful
Iftar.

SOIRÉE  
FRANCOPHONIE  À

GSIS



The ceremony proceeded with an
inspiring address from our
Superintendent, Ms. Katia Abou
Chacra, followed by a captivating
video showcasing our school. 

The highlight of the event was a customized play based on the Smurfs titled
"Les élèves de GSIS au pays des Schtroumpfs”.

The play cleverly illustrated
the challenges of learning
French through humor and
creativity, leaving a lasting
impression on the audience.
The students' realization of
the importance of proper
language learning and their
decision to return to their
French class with renewed
determination was truly
inspiring.



Bader Alhamad reflected on his
experience in the DELF
assessment, acknowledging the
support provided by the school
administration and his teachers,
expressing gratitude to his
family, and congratulating his
colleagues.

 The French Republic ambassador's
focused on the Francophonie
festival, specifically about our GSIS
School in Khobar. The ambassador
expressed amazement at the
students' performances, shows,
and gatherings. He congratulated
the students on their outstanding
work and commended the school
for organizing such an incredible
event. He addressed the DELF A1
candidates and emphasized the
importance of the certificate,
expressing hope that the next time
he sees them, he will hand over the
A2 DELF certificate.

Awarding of certificates





Curriculum Evening
Thank you to all the parents who joined the Curriculum evening

to learn more about the various subjects! 
Please keep a look out for joining the next evening.



ICT  in action

Your paragraph textStudents across the School participated in Hour of code and Cisco
Certification under the guidnace of their ICT teachers

Grade 5  did a photography workshop as part of their curriculum.



GSIS Principals’ Letter
Dear GSIS Community,

As we say goodbye to the month of March, we reflect on the enriching experiences and diverse celebrations
that have filled our school community at GSIS.

Throughout this month, we commemorated the observance of Ramadan, a time that brought us together in
reflection, gratitude, and unity. Our collective efforts to show mutual respect and understanding have
strengthened the bonds within our school community.

March celebrated significant events such as Pi Day, International Day of Happiness, Mother's Day, Global
Recycling Day, and International Women's Day. These occasions allowed us to celebrate, learn, and engage
in meaningful discussions on sustainability, gender equality, and cultural awareness.

At GSIS, our commitment to holistic learning remained steadfast. Our students actively participated in a
myriad of learning experiences, both in and out of the classroom, including engaging in extracurricular
activities and after-school clubs. These opportunities allowed them to explore their interests, talents, and
passions, enriching their educational journey.

Aligned with Saudi Vision 2030 and the UN Sustainable Development Goals, our school's mission is to promote
innovation, sustainability, and global citizenship. Through inquiry-based learning approaches, our students
were empowered to think critically, collaborate effectively, and take action to create a positive impact in
their communities and beyond.

Our journey of self-assessment through the Weekly Wave program continued, enabling us to reflect on our
achievements, challenges, and areas for growth. This ongoing process empowered us to refine our
practices, enhance student learning outcomes, and further strengthen our school community.

As we navigated through March, we were reminded that GSIS thrives and progresses due to our parents'
unwavering trust and support. Your partnership was instrumental in shaping the educational experiences of
our students and fostering a culture of continuous learning and growth.

GSIS blossomed and evolved throughout March, guided by our shared vision of excellence and
collaboration. Together, we embraced this month's opportunities for growth, learning, and celebration.

With warm regards,

Principalship, GSIS

Fatimah Al Wasmi 
KG-Elementary Principal

Ms. Nouf Almousa 
Upper Elementary Principal

Reem Alshamsi 
MHS Principal

AHMED ALASMARI 
Boys schools’ Principal



https://youtube.com/@gemssaudiinternationalscho802?si=OlUrURX3pcSrgFXM
https://www.instagram.com/gsis_dh/?hl=en
https://m.facebook.com/GSISDH1/
https://www.saudiinternationalschool-dhahran.com.sa/
https://www.snapchat.com/add/gemssaudiints

